Single-shot ultrafast sequential holographic imaging with high temporal resolution and a large field of view.
A compact system for single-shot sequential holographic imaging (SSSHI) with high temporal resolution and a large field of view is proposed. In this system, a specially designed sequence pulse train generator with a group of diffractive gratings inserted is adopted to simultaneously generate the probe pulse train and the reference pulse train required for recording a single-shot spatial frequency division multiplexing hologram. The system successfully overcomes the walk-off effect of the ultrashort pulse laser in SSSHI and, hence, effectively avoids the influence of the short coherence of ultrashort pulses on the spatial resolution (or field of view) of SSSHI; the complexity of the system and the difficulty in the precise synchronous alignment of the probe and the reference pulses also can be greatly reduced. An experimental setup of the system was constructed, and a SSSHI of dynamical air plasmas induced by a femtosecond pulse laser is successfully realized.